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Wangechi Mutu, She Walks, 2019
Red soil, charcoal, paper pulp, wood (Rhus Natalensis, Silver oak),
wood glue, steel nails and synthetic hair
210 x 101 x 51 cm
82 5/8 x 39 3/4 x 20 1/8 in
© Wangechi Mutu
Courtesy the artist and Victoria Miro, London/Venice

‘Rock My Soul borrows its title from the eminent black feminist scholar and writer bell hooks’ 2003
book, in which she investigates the role of black self-esteem in empowering a body politic both culturally
and politically. She writes: “without self-esteem everyone loses his or her sense of meaning, purpose,
and power”.
The exhibition aims to meditate on how artists respond to conversations around figuration, abstraction and selfrepresentation in contemporary art, and affirm, with a certain urgency and eloquence, their sense of esteem against
established art canons. Their works traverse aesthetic and geographic borders and histories, as well as concepts such as
domesticity, political resistance, symbolic repertoires of intimacy and trans-cultural entanglement.

Some theorists have rightly advocated that the postmodern status of art has created a common philosophical ground on
which race, nationality and other particularities of the artist’s circumstances are not determining of the reading and valuing
of works. On the other hand, since conceptual art, the discursive dimension of artworks has become an inescapable
territory to address social, political and cultural issues. This exhibition proposes that questions of gender and race are as
pertinent and more relevant than ever today.
By bringing together black artists with particular interests in both figuration and abstraction, Rock My Soul explores the
aesthetics of reparation and, at the same time, positions these works unapologetically by artists who may face or witness
first-hand the alterity of difference. Their particular contribution conveys a radical re-imagining, one in which the canons
and established parameters of culture, politics and history are questioned.’ – Isaac Julien.
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